Owl Class News and Homework: w/c 26.09.16
To be handed in on: 05.10.16 –
Sorry no photos this week – iPad issues!
Maths: This week we have been learning about addition. Year 1’s learnt to add using a
number line and making jumps in ones, they also experimented using diene blocks, cuisenaire
rods and multilink to support making number sentences and solving missing number problems.
Reception children have been learning about sequencing and ordering numbers using Numicon
tiles. Then moved on to making patterns and shapes using Octons and peg boards. They also
showed great counting and fine motor skills threading pasta and beads onto pipe cleaners
and spaghetti!
English: We have been writing up our class story this week, The Three Little Owls. Year 1’s
have been leaning to use speech marks correctly and have been focusing on finger spaces and
letter formation.
Reception children have been learning to write words using their phonic knowledge. On
Tuesday they were secret spies and had to find the mini sounds and words hidden around the
classroom using magnifying glasses. They have also been learning to sound out, spell and
write different farm words, (pig, duck, hen, cow, cat and dog) in lots of different formats e.g.
sand, foam, dough and paint
Other: In our topic work we have all been leaning about the colours of different fruit and
vegetables, labelling parts of the farm, including the animals and painting autumn trees. We
have also been rehearing our class song for the Harvest festival on Monday.

Homework Task
YEAR 1 CGP Book Maths – Pg 7 ‘One to Twenty’
RECEPTION CGP Book: Pg 4 OR 5 ‘Numbers and Counting’ OR ‘Ordering Numbers’

Pupil feedback

Parent feedback

Teacher feedback

Please follow our school Twitter feed to view regular updates and photos of some of the
activities Owl class do @ClipstonSchool.

